C/19 EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP INDIVIDUAL FREE GAME U21

Art. 1. PARTICIPANTS

12 inscribed athletes.
Art. 2. INSCRIPTION AND PARTICIPATION

Registrations by National Federation through CEB website.
Registrations of the athletes will be taken into considerations as follows:
1. The title holder if registered. (PLACED)
2. Athletes registered as first by each federation according to the nations ranking of last edition of
this championship where each nation is taken only once.
3. The athlete registered as second by the organizer federation if the organizer is not the CEB.
4. Other athletes registered as seconds by each other federation according to the nations ranking
of last edition of this championship where each nation is taken only once.
5. If the number of 12 participants is not reached, athletes registered as third, fourth, fifth and so
on, by federations, will be taken into consideration, according to the same criteria of point 3-4.
6. Eventually vacant places can then be completed by players from the organizing federation or by
the federation of the country where the championship is taking place.

Art. 3. GAMES OF THE GROUPS – DISTANCE OF THE GAME 200 POINTS – 20 INNINGS

The classification of the 12 inscribed sportsmen will be made according their general averages.
The actual European champion if participating is placed as Number 1. The 4 groups of 3
sportsmen will then be formed according the system Z. The game will be played with equal
innings. A draw is possible. The two first of each group will qualify for the final round.
Ranking in the groups:
1.
match points
2.
general average
3.
Best game average
4.
Highest series
5.
The direct comparison of the sportsmen who are then still equal
6.
Decision by drawing lot
Qualification classification:
1.
Placing in the group
2.
match points
3.
general average
4.
Best game average
5.
Highest series
6.
Decision by drawing lot
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Art. 4. FINAL ROUND – DISTANCE OF THE GAME 250 POINTS – 20 INNINGS.

The final round will be played in KO system. The game will be played with equal innings
The 4 groups winners and 4 groups seconds are qualified to the final round; the 4 groups winners
will be placed 1 to 4, and the 4 groups seconds 5 to 8, according to qualification classification.
If groups have unequal participating numbers, the placing in the group and the general average
played in the qualification round will be taken as first criteria. Match points will not be considered.
Final Tournament: Quarter Final - Semi Final - Final (there is no match for 3rd and 4th place)

The ¼ finals will be played according to the following scheme.

1-8

4-5

3-6

2-7
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